
Lessons from the kitchen 

 

More on the Kingdom of God 

Matt 13:33 



Be careful microwaving eggs 



 

What say eggs had feelings? 



 

Would you be careful what your eggs saw? 



 

Are Vegetarians really not cruel too? 



 

Be careful with your instructions to the cake 

decorator 



 

Be careful with your instructions to the cake 

decorator 



 

Be careful if you are trying get that Barbeque 

taste without going outdoors? 



• Philippians 3:18-20 
For, as I have often told you before and 
now tell you again even with tears, many 
live as enemies of the cross of Christ. 
Their destiny is destruction, their god is 
their stomach, and their glory is in their 
shame. Their mind is set on earthly things. 
But our citizenship is in heaven. And we 
eagerly await a Savior from there, the Lord 
Jesus Christ,   
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• Another parable He spoke to them: "The 

kingdom of heaven is like leaven, which a 

woman took and hid in three measures of 

meal till it was all leavened." (NKJV) 

• Jesus also said: The kingdom of heaven is 

like what happens when a woman mixes a 

little yeast into three big batches of flour. 

Finally, all the dough rises. (CEV) 



The Kingdom of God is like Yeast 
• Leaven is the old name for the fermenting agent 

used in wine and bread.  

• Often associated with Sin eg 1 Cor 5:8 or 
unwanted attitudes eg. Mark 8:15– but here it is 
about the grace of the kingdom of God. 

• Yeast actually brings out the best in the wheat 
making it lighter, more edible Lev 23:17 

• Yeast works by reproducing itself and as it  
feeds on the flour, it respires, producing carbon 
dioxide bubbles that make the dough rise. 

• The gospel brings life to life as it reproduces 
itself in the world! 



The Kingdom in the flour 

• The three measures (saton Gk seah Heb) 
make up 1 ephah which seams to be the 
standard measure of flour in the OT (Lev 
5:4) 

• Represents the completeness. Again 
Jesus reiterating his purpose is for his 
word to be taken to the whole world 

• On a personal level it could also mean that 
the gospel is meant to infect every part of 
us, body, mind and spirit  



Serving God, Body, Mind, Soul 

chat 

 

• What does it mean that the gospel infects 

every part of us? 



The Kingdom kneaded 

• The process of making bread requires a lot of 
work to get the leaven through the dough 

• Kneading is a rough process that as well as 
mixing in the yeast develops the gluten so that it 
forms a structure to the dough that will hold the 
gas bubbles that the yeast produce 

• Have you felt kneaded? 

• Perhaps God is doing some work in you to get 
the kingdom, and his values through all of you 
and into this world (Acts 8:1) 



Needing to be kneaded 

chat 

 

• Have you experienced being “kneaded” 

was it through voluntary submission or 

otherwise?   



The King is like a woman 

• This may have caused some controversy.  

• Jesus legitimizing the woman's work, like 
he legitimized the humble work of farmers. 
The kingdom is seen in, and is about the 
normal stuff of life 

• She’s a powerful woman – one ephah of 
flour is 27kg 

• Did Jesus have other woman parables 
(Mark 4:33?) 



Another Parable perhaps 

• The kingdom of heaven is like a woman 

that took her families dirty laundry to the 

river and scrubbed and cleaned and did all 

that she could to present her family 

spotless and without blemish.. 

(Eph5:26,27) 

 



The Kingdom is about Bread 

• The woman does this work not to have 
some leavened dough but to make bread. 

• Bread is a symbol of hospitality 

• More people won into the kingdom through 
a meal than a sermon 

• Sharing our lives with others is what it is 
all about 

• Love your enemies, break bread with them 

• Jesus was broken while we still enemies  



• Breaking bread in fellowship is a testimony 

to the grace of God, especially when the 

bread that is broken is shared with your 

enemies. 

• 1 Pet 4:9 Be hospitable to one another 

without grumbling.  

• Rom 12:13 Practice Hospitality, 

manaakitanga! 



Application Points 

• Have you received the good news 
yourself. It is not effective until it is hidden 
in your heart 

• Let God have the whole of you. Body mind 
and soul 

• Remember God is interested in the whole 
world 

• You don’t have to be a scholar or a man to 
be important in God’s sight 



• Difficult stuff could be the Lords way of 

breaking down some of your bad habits to 

build a better structure in you so that your 

full character might come out. 

• Practice hospitality. Have people over, go 

out for coffee, share your lives and your 

faith with others. Make friends for Jesus 

and receive their friendship too.  


